
Combining creativity, aesthetics and 
functionality, our collections offer a 
discreet and strong presence to your 
home.

Today, the company collaborates with 
artists and designers to create pieces that 
are just as integral to any living space and 
long-lasting in every sense. 

We are fascinated by the various 
technical and visual possibilities of this 
material and for the past 5 years, we 
have been putting a lot of effort in the 
creation of a unique kind of concrete, 
especially developed for the 
production of furniture. It is reinforced 
with metal wires and fibres, which 
allows the concrete to have a very 
reasonable weight. Our concrete is 
resistant to all forms of daily aggressions 
and is easy to maintain.

We take a special care at the finishing, 
it has to respect the concrete grains 
and provides a soft and nice touch. As 
we control all the technical features of 
the concrete, we are able to offer 
products with sophisticated shapes 
who will enhance your home.

A heavyweight in the flyaway world of design trends, 
concrete is a material that remains a style constant. 

French label LYON BÉTON is specialized in the design 
and production of concrete furniture, accessories and 
arts. The company has a light-hearted approach and 

tends to offer items by taking the material to a new 
level with its unusual designs and specially developed, 

lightweight and resistant properties. 

Lyon Beton

Our collections are intensively 
distributed over the world through our 
online and physical retail partners. For 
most of them we had the chance to 
meet at different fairs where we regu-
larly exhibit: AMBIENTE (GERMANY), 
ICFF (USA), MAISON&OBJET (FRANCE), 
TOKYO DESIGN (JAPAN). 

Our entire product ranges are also sold 
directly via our own website 
www.us.lyon-beton.com. This is by far 
the best way to offer high quality 
products for a reasonable price to the 
highest number of people.
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For more information and high definition pictures, 
please visit us.lyon-beton.com


